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• Listen hard to 

understand the self-

interest of each 

community member.

• Don’t speak for the 

community; help 

citizens become 

their own advocates.

• Use flexible methods 

which adapt to 

uncertainty, rather 

than a rigid plan of 

action.

• Leadership is a 

practice, not a 

Principles of community organizing



• Public narrative 

consists in the 

manner by which we 

communicate our 

values through 

stories.

• The goal of public 

narrative is to 

create the 

motivation necessary 

to act in favor of 

the change we seek. 

• Knowledge and data 

influence belief; 

emotions and values 

Principles of community organizing
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!

Story of 

Self
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Public narrative : stories of self, us, and now





Candidate

Senior Staff

Junior Staff

Volunteers

Traditional campaigns: the pyramid model 



Org.

Obama ‘08: the snowflake model 



Obama ’08 : a collective intelligence ?

1) Decentralized : decisions benefit

from local knowledge

2) Diverse : participants think

differently from one another

3) Independent : participants make up 

their own minds

4) Aggregated : enough structure for 

effective action 

James Surowiecki



Technology should not replace traditional organizing : it
should amplify it.



“Calls to action”





So what happened ?



Leadership Movement Institutions



2017 : Paris, 18ème arrondissement



Tunisia, 2015

Vote 

négatif

Vote 

positif

Rejet

Consensus

Consensus

Powering better 
decisions.

PB in New York City 

PB in Czech Republic

D21-France



« Je veux ce soir lancer un appel solennel à tous les 
chercheurs, qui, aux Etats-Unis, se battent contre 

l’obscurantisme : vous avez aujourd’hui et vous l’aurez à partir 
du mois de mai prochain, une terre patrie, ce sera la France. » -

Emmanuel Macron, 4 Feb. 2017



En Marche headquarters, early 2017



June-July 2016 : « La Grande Marche »

Nov.-Dec. 2016 : construction de 
programme





7 May : 2ème tour des 
présidentielles

18 June : 307 of 577 seats won by LREM

8 July : 1st national LREM convention



What will become of the Macron movement ? 

La consultation sur la formation professionnelle
(Novembre 2017)

Grande Marche pour l’Europe
(April-May 2018)



What I learned

(1) Collective intelligence thrives when the goal is very clear. 

(2) Digital tools should be enablers and amplifiers, not substitutes. 

(3) Understand political timing and make it work in your favor. 
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